This is a selected list of materials that can be used for teaching visual and performing arts in the K-12 classroom. Additional internet resources can be found at: Curriculum Materials webpage, http://www.wpunj.edu/library/cmc/lessonplans.html

**Visual & Performing Arts - Teaching Aids:** Sample lesson plans and teaching activities.

*Call number: Curr.Mats. LB 1140.35 .P55 B37 2016*

*Call number: Curr.Mats. LC4025 .B55 2003*

*Call number: Curr.Mats. MT1 .B62 2000*

*Learn with play: 150+ activities for year-round fun & learning.* (2015). Kid Blogger Network. (Grades PreK-2)
*Call number: Curr.Mats. LB1537 .L437 2015*

*Call number: Curr.Mats. LB1025.3 .T29 2010*

**Dance & Theatre - Teaching Aids:** Sample lesson plans and teaching activities.

*Call number: Curr.Mats. PS3552 .A5988 A68 2008*

*Call number: Curr.Mats. PN3171 .C93 2004*

*Call number: Curr.Mats. PS3603 .R433 A73 2008*
*Call number:* Curr.Mats. LB1025.3 .L62 2007

*Call number:* Curr.Mats. Z718.3 .L69 2008

*Call number:* Curr.Mats. GV1799 .M3 2005

*Call number:* Curr.Mats. CT85 .P65 2009

*Call number:* Curr.Mats. PN3171 .P57 2006

*Call number:* Curr.Mats. PN3171 .P842 1998

**Music - Textbooks:** Samples of textbooks used in some school districts.

*Call number:* Curr.Mats. Text 780 Gle 2006 Gr. 9-12

*Call number:* Curr.Mats. Text 780 Mac 2003 Gr. K-8

*Call number:* Curr.Mats. Text 780 Alf 2010 Gr. 6-12

*Call number:* Curr.Mats. Text 780 Gle 1995 Gr. 7-12
Music - Teaching Aids: Sample lesson plans and teaching activities.


Call number: Curr.Mats. GV463 .C66 2004

Call number: Curr.Mats. MT259 .D55 S88 1992

Call number: Curr.Mats. MT733 .F44 1988

Call number: Curr.Mats. MT1 .F76 2013

Call number: Curr.Mats. MT733 .J33 2010


Call number: Curr.Mats. ML200 .L47 2004

Call number: Curr.Mats. MT1 .L5 2011

Call number: Curr.Mats. MT918 .L87 2011

Call number: Curr.Mats. MT155 .P64 1998

Call number: Curr.Mats. Ref. ML156.4 .C5 R45 2007

Call number: Curr.Mats. MT930 .R63 2010


Call number: Curr.Mats. MT1 .M9815 2005
Visual Arts - Textbooks: Samples of textbooks used in some school districts.


   Call number: Curr. Mats. Text 700 Gle 2005 Gr. 9-12

   Call number: Curr. Mats. Text 700 Gle 2007 Gr. 6-8 Pt. B

   Call number: Curr. Mats. Text 700 Gle 2007 Gr. 6-8 Pt. A

   Call number: Curr. Mats. Text 700 Gle 2007 Gr. 6-8 Pt. C

Visual Arts - Teaching Aids: Sample lesson plans and teaching activities.


   Call number: Curr. Mats. ND1473 .B76 1999

   Call number: Curr. Mats. LB1139.5 .A78 C36 2003

   Call number: Curr. Mats. LB1592 .C37 2006


**Call number:** Curr.Mats. LB1140.4 .H47 2009

**Call number:** Curr.Mats. N362 .H86 2000

**Call number:** eBook


**Call number:** Curr.Mats. LB1139.5 .A78 K67 2012

**Call number:** Curr.Mats. N362 .P75 2002

**Call number:** Curr.Mats. N353 .R48 2001

**Call number:** Curr.Mats. N350 .R557 2002

**Call number:** Curr.Mats. LB1591 .S8 2001
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